CITY BAR CLE PRORAMS AND EVENTS
IN RESPONSE TO THE CORONAVIRUS (COVID-19) PANDEMIC
MARCH 2020 – DECEMBER 2020

1. CLE Stress in the Time of Corona: How to Lead Yourself and Other Attorneys During Extraordinary Times (March 31, 2020)


3. EVENT Sequestered: Making Working at Home Work (April 6, 2020)

4. EVENT Weekly Chat – Stay Connected with Your Peers and Us! (Weekly beginning April 7, 2020 through present)

5. CLE Practicing Law in a Pandemic: The Ethical Issues with Remote Lawyering in the Age of COVID-19 (April 17, 2020)

6. CLE Mindful Mondays: City Bar Series on Well-Being and Mindfulness: Tips for Coping with Coronavirus-Induced Anxiety (April 20, 2020)


9. CLE Managing Risk Through Turbulent Times (April 27, 2020)


12. EVENT Social Media Marketing for Lawyers in the Midst of the COVID-19 Crisis (April 29, 2020)


20. CLE *COVID-19 Considerations for In-House Counsel* (May 11, 2020)

21. EVENT *COVID-19’s Impact on Labor and Tax Matters in Brazil and Mexico* (May 12, 2020)

22. CLE *E-Discovery 101: An Introduction* (May 13, 2020)

23. CLE *Mindful Mondays: City Bar Series on Well-Being and Mindfulness Beating the 3:00 Crash: 4 Tips for Increased Energy Throughout the Day* (May 18, 2020) No CLE but part of CLE Series

24. CLE *Divorce 101 & COVID-19* (May 18, 2020)


26. EVENT *Conducting Cross-Border Investigations During the Pandemic and in a Post-COVID-19 World* (May 20, 2020)

27. EVENT *Unprecedented Challenges: Reproductive and Maternal Healthcare During a Global Pandemic* (May 20, 2020)

28. CLE *An Inside View of the EEOC, NYSDHR and NYCHR in the Wake of the Coronavirus New Normal* (May 27, 2020)

29. CLE *Compliance Round-Up: City Bar Series on COVID-19’s Impact on Ethics and Compliance*


31. EVENT COVID-19 in New York City and the Social Safety Net (June 3, 2020)

32. CLE Returning to Work in New York: Key Employment Law Considerations (June 4, 2020)

33. CLE Mindful Mondays: City Bar Series on Well-Being and Mindfulness Mindfulness Practices to Support the Legal Front Lines (June 8, 2020) No CLE but part of CLE Series

34. CLE Salient Points on PPP Loan Forgiveness and Small Business Update (June 8, 2020)


36. EVENT Networking and Interviewing in the Virtual World: Navigating the COVID-19 Landscape (June 9, 2020)

37. EVENT Cross-Border Bankruptcies During the Pandemic and in a Post-COVID-19 World (June 10, 2020)

38. EVENT A Conversation with David Lat: His Experience Battling Covid-19 (June 10, 2020)

39. CLE The New York State Unemployment Insurance System: "Pre" and "Post" Pandemic (June 10, 2020)


41. CLE Basic Derivatives: Swaps, Options, Clearing and COVID-19 (June 12, 2020)

42. EVENT Rule of Law and Covid-19: The Case of Hungary (June 12th 2020)

43. CLE Electronically Stored Information (ESI) & Remote Lawyering: Critical Issues Attorneys Must Know (June 15, 2020)

44. EVENT New Attorneys Thriving: Facing the Uncertainty of the New Normal (June 16, 2020)

45. CLE Residential Real Estate Closings During COVID-19: Tips, Traps and How to Make it All Work (June 18, 2020)

47. CLE Litigation Issues for Small Law Firms and Solos in the COVID-19 World (June 23, 2020)


50. CLE Homeowner Stability: Protecting LGBTQ Seniors and Disabled (June 26, 2020)

51. EVENT COVID-19: Vulnerable Populations and Palliative Care: Call for Social Justice (July 9, 2020)

52. EVENT Challenges to Law Practice in the Age of Covid (July 20, 2020)

53. EVENT Preparations and Responses to Coronavirus In Different Countries (July 21, 2020)


56. EVENT Reduce Your Anxiety & Regain Calm (July 30, 2020)

57. EVENT Staying on Track: Workplace Diversity and Inclusion in the Midst of COVID-19 (July 30, 2020)

58. CLE Employment During a Pandemic: Complying with OSHA and the WARN Act in New York (August 3, 2020)


60. CLE Overview: Impacts of COVID-19 on Commercial Leasing in NYC (August 13, 2020)

61. EVENT A Conversation with Law School Deans: Legal Education in the Wake of the Pandemic (August 19, 2020)

62. CLE The COVID-19 Loan Programs: Latest Developments (August 19, 2020)
63. CLE *Ethical Considerations for Corporate Investigation in the COVID-19 World* (September 16, 2020)

64. EVENT *Fostering Mental Health for Ourselves, Our Families, and Our Colleagues Through Challenging Times* (September 23, 2020)

65. EVENT *Mastering Communication in a Virtual World* (October 7, 2020)

66. EVENT *Job Searching in a Pandemic: Finding a Job in a Virtual World* (October 19, 2020)

67. CLE *Advising Startups in a Shifting Market* (October 21, 2020)

68. EVENT *Stress Management & Anxiety Reduction Techniques* (October 28, 2020)

69. EVENT *The Future of the Practice of Law - What Employers Have Learned from the Pandemic about Working Remotely* (October 28, 2020)

70. CLE *Creative Lawyering During COVID-19 for the Family Court Practitioner* (October 29, 2020)

71. EVENT *Career Fulfillment by Design: Create Greater Enjoyment in Your Work and Life* (November 6, 2020)

72. EVENT *Motivation in A Time of Uncertainty* (November 9, 2020)

73. CLE *Masking Justice: How COVID-19 is Impacting Court Practice and Other Required Face-to-Face Interactions* (November 11, 2020)

74. CLE *8th Annual Institute on Not-for-Profit Law: Navigating the Current Climate* (November 13, 2020)

75. EVENT *Hot Practice Areas Post Pandemic* (November 16, 2020)

76. EVENT *Life After Graduation: A Discussion on Identifying and Managing Post Grad-Depression* (November 19, 2020)

77. CLE *Hot Topics Affecting Cooperatives & Condominiums: Cases and Marketplace Developments in the Last Six Months* (November 24, 2020)

78. CLE *Providing Equal Access to Medical Care for Individuals with Disabilities, Even in the Time of COVID* (December 3, 2020)

79. CLE *Emergency Lawyering: Legal Challenges in Confronting COVID* (December 9, 2020)